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A New Beginning
Video 1:

You have chosen YOU, to open up to your magic and experience everything that’s 
possible for you, expanding in ways that you can’t fathom at the moment, and using 
Oracle Cards as your tool

Oracle Cards are a special communication device with the conscious Universe
Oracle Cards are a tool that will show you the areas of your life that need  
course correction

Oracle Cards are a like a mirror that will show you everything about you, including the 
things that you might not know are hidden from you.

Oracle Cards are a GPS that will help you stay in alignment with your highest good  
and your intentions

The cards are a divination tool to consciously contact your higher power
2-cards to demonstrate what you’re going to experience with A New Beginning -  
New Life and Serendipity

New Life - card implies you’re entering the unknown, moving out of the fragile shell of 
your conditioning. Who you thought you were is going to be challenged in this course to 
make room for who you want to become

Viewing Oracle Cards as a personal growth tool helps you to focus on your intentions for 
your Unique, Authentic and Inspired life and move aside the things that  
don’t work for you

New Life card represents a rebirth, your being reborn and stretching beyond what you 
know to learn new things

Enter with beginner’s mind, curiosity, and ‘that’s interesting’

Stay open even if you think you know Oracle Cards

New Life card acknowledges you’ve already worked on yourself and that has  
brought you to where you are now
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Second card, #37 Never Ending Story tells us about the victim story from the past and 
informs us that we’re here to circumvent the old stories that don’t serve us anymore
Can be difficult to look clearly at ourselves in the mirror because we have conditioned 
responses that aren’t in alignment with our highest good and that aren’t going to help us 
as we want to become the person that has the Unique, Authentic and Inspired Life that 
may be different from the life we lead now

We don’t dive into our never ending story, rather we identify it and say we’re moving 
away from it now

We’re only focussing on what is in our highest good and how we become the person who 
lives a life that is a unique, authentic and inspired experience

It’s like we’re a plant in a pot that over time our roots have grown so that they have 
nowhere to go now and they’re pushing against the boundaries of the pot. You want to 
expand your life and you don’t know how or have the tools to do it

In Personal Mastery you are provided with the ability to move beyond your small pot, 
repotting yourself into a bigger pot so your roots can expand and grow larger
Small plant being re-planted into a bigger pot with new earth temporarily goes into 
shock because it doesn’t know how to be in a more expanded pot.

Never Ending Story gets triggered in a new beginning, and it happens to everybody.  
Stick it out, and don’t quit before the miracle happens. It’s a natural part of the process 
in adjusting to being in a bigger, expanded pot.

The 2 cards tell us what to expect in the first 2-weeks of Personal Mastery

New Life card implies you’re ready to step into your new greatness.

New Life Card also indicates that we start to recognise different parts of ourselves in 
the mirror of the Oracle, parts that were hidden from us. You become a new self right in 
front of your own eyes

Everyone is here for the same intention which is to become the persona that can live the 
intention of a Unique, Authentic, Inspired Life that is greater than what you have now

New Life and A New Beginning is for everyone and automatically brings us into a real 
connection to the conscious Universe which is listening to us even more because together 
we are loud
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video, you were taught how to answer a question 
through a demonstration using 2 cards from Wisdom of the 
Oracle. The 2 cards were New Life and Never Ending Story. 
An analogy of the 2 pots was provided to demonstrate that it 
sometimes takes time to adjust to being in a new pot. Initially 
there’s a bit of resistance but it’s important to hang in there 
because the magic does become obvious.

This will help you understand your past better and find 
the beauty in it. You will discover that you’ve already been 
experiencing your magic but might not have known how 
to see it. Download the PDFs, work with the homeplay and 
meditations, get into the course, and enjoy it. Personal Mastery 
is fun, playful, fabulous and magical.

THE VIDEO ALSO DRAWS ATTENTION TO 
THE PDF WHICH CONTAINS AN EXERCISE 
AROUND THE SYNCHRONICITY TIMELINE.


